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Characters.

   [REGULARS]
LEGEND of the Leaf Elf Clan, an adventurous young scientist
SARA the Pixie, colleague and close companion of Legend
SEBASTIEN the Hobbit, heroic champion of the realms
OMAR the Imp, a white-hearted imp
VERSE, son of Master Shr
SHR, the dark lord of the Underworld
   [NEWCOMERS]
QUILL, an righteous elf
ETHAN, a huntress elf
ROC, Ethan's partner
LYNETTE, a haltija prisoner of the imps
KARA, a legless abatwa female
ZELDA, Omar's sister
[Imp Guards, minions of the dark lord]

and
BLAZEMO, the dragon titan
with
ENCHANTRON as the narrator
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PROLOGUE

There are many stories of fascination
In the folkloric realms of imagination.
Fantastic stories of the brave and strong,
Of battles fought for right or wrong.
But this story is about a different quest,
A tale featuring the very best.
It is a story to imprison you within a second,
For it is of an explorer known as Legend …

Act 1
Time: 7am in the morning.
Place: Outskirts of the Leaf Elf Clan, Woodland.

In the Woodland where one would assume,
Legend was studying a newfound mushroom.
His excitement arose but was somewhat limited,
As life around him was what to be expected.
Still, Sara was at his side, for the new find,
Although to her real interests, Legend was blind.
Her admiration and love for him was great,
Great enough to make her his mate.
But her strong feelings had overslept,
For her love was a secret which she had kept.
Being from a different race,
Sara feared her disgrace,
But what she feared the most above all,
Was Legend's rejection and their friendship's withdrawal.

○○○
When all of a sudden, disruption replaced peace,
Omar's outbursting insanity experienced a release!
“Hunters!” He shouted with a scare in his eyes,
“Bounty hunters are after my thighs!
The first of the two is Ethan the elf,
The second is a dwarf bigger than yourself!”
Legend got up and pushed Omar back,
For this was not a game, but an attack.
Sara prepared for a fight as Legend took out his bow,
They did not wish to fight but to scare their foe.
Omar could have fought his hunters for he had the will,
But refused as he might have to kill.
Living with Legend he had learned how to survive,
He learned a lot but above all he valued a life.
Then the foes appeared out of the unknown,
Appearing aggressive, keen on making this a battle zone.
To Legend's surprise he said just as Ethan came:
“You're a girl? Ethan's a boy's name!”
“Shut your mouth, boy, or you will lose your tongue!
Step aside or I will waste your heart and your lung!”
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Legend did not budge nor make a sound,
but did what he believed in and stood his ground.
The dwarf took a step closer and then stated:
“You do not know to whom you've related.
Give up the imp for there's a bounty on his head,
I am Roc the bounty hunter – enough is said!”
“No!” Legend shouted but told no lie,
“I won't deliver him for Shr to die.”
“He's a fugitive!” Ethan argued with rage!
“He doesn't deserve to be put in a cage!
He's only crime is wanting to be free,
To breathe the air and eat from a tree,
He escaped his master's evil to have an opinion,
And not be like the rest, a mindless minion!
But since onto the dark side you aboard,
You are a follower of the dark lord.”

○○○
Legend's truth was strange on their ears,
But it only brought anger instead of tears.
Ethan and Roc had enough chitchat,
They resulted to violence to squash their opponents splat!
Ethan jumped onto a tree's branch
While Roc shock the ground for an avalanche.
Trees fell down collapsing onto their foes,
The three avoided, rather than oppose.
But Ethan was prepared for such a stunt
She shot an arrow to finish her hunt.
Luckily Sara saw it and casted a forcefield,
She blocked the attack with her magical shield.
Legend and Sara had enough of the two,
But above that, Omar's patients had flew.
He was sick of being a nice man,
Giving them what they're asking for, became the new plan!
Omar took out his orb and fired away beams,
He was angry, but it wasn't as it seems.
He wanted to scare the hunters away with his fury,
But if they refused to get the hint he might worry.
Legend and Sara aided him with arrows and magic,
They followed Omar's lead, not wanting anything tragic.

○○○
Ethan evaded, jumping around like a deer,
While Roc blocked with his battle-ax, standing firm at the frontier
They both shared two features: insistence and zero fear.
The two were faster and stronger than they appear.
While keeping her evidence, Ethan decided to volunteer,
She took out two arrows and threw them like a spear.
Seconds before they hit, Legend saw them clear,
He pushed Omar aside and the arrows landed near.

○○○
Legend knew his adversary was not to be taken lightly,
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And so he jumped on her ever so impolitely.
Legend and Ethan engaged in a match,
While Sara flew by and their quivers she snatch.
Roc did not approve of Sara's aid,
But Omar made sure his threat would fade.
But even though Omar and Sara teamed up on Roc,
He was able to defeat them with one knock.
As Roc approached the unconscious imp,
He lifted up his ax to slice him like a shrimp.
Legend was busy with Ethan, and Sara was out-cold –
At this moment it would appear that Omar's fate was told.
However, just in the nick of time,
Sebastien jumped out and prevented the crime.
With his champion's sword in his right hand,
He cried: “Get lost, dwarf! Off this land!”

○○○
Upon seeing the well-known Sebastien,
Roc stepped back like all smart men.
Knowing that this hobbit never lost a duel,
He retreated instead of acting like a fool.
Ethan backed off but swore in anger:
“This isn't over!
You won the battle, but the war isn't for you to win,
Rest assured, we will come again.”
The bounty hunters exited the scene,
But Omar was still scared as he had been.
He was carrying unpleasant news,
And had no time to loose.
But still he asked his friends for assistance,
As he would need help to go the distance.

○○○
Legend, Sara and Sebastien around Omar had spread.
Omar gathered the courage, and finally said:
“My life has became a darkened red,
For last night to me the truth was fed,
Into the Underworld I had sled,
Just to know if my family was living or among the dead.
I searched for my family, but found guards instead,
I turned around and ran away to keep my black head.
However, just before I had fled,
My eyes saw a nightmare to which they had bled.
My friends, after what I tell you, tears will shed
For my mother and the dark lord had legally wed.”
Knowing the truth, this ordeal had led
To Legend, Sara and Sebastien's shared astonishment.

○○○
“Believe you me it gets even worse,”
Omar continued to converse,
“My sister now shares her cruse;
Zelda is soon to be a wife to Verse.”
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Seeing Omar into sorrow's immerse;
They promised to save his sister and set things in reverse.

Act 2
Time: 10am in the undern.
Place: South of Woodland.

Legend, Sebastien, Sara and Omar
searched in the woods, near and far.
They searched of a way to go down under,
To go to the underworld and show the lord their thunder.
Omar failed to open a gate with his orb like he did before,
And with that they had to find another route to explore.
The reason behind Omar's orb's dysfunction is
Master Shr had changed the coordinates;
He did it to ensure that Omar would never
Be able to return to his home or family forever.
For Omar’s treachery had cost him a cost
Of homelessness – an eternal lost.

○○○
Then, all of a sudden, the four heard shouts,
So they ran to investigate although they had doubts.
Since it might be a foe’s ambush or trap,
They got close to see but kept in front of them a gap.
The screams and shouts were that of a woman,
A young lady of the haltija clan.
She was escorted by imps against her will,
An act so cowardly that Legend was tempted to kill.
Legend jumped out of the bushes and into their faces,
Threatening: “Unhand her, or I will scatter your body parts in different places!”
“An elf beating two imps? Ha! Don’t make me laugh!
Get lost, elf, or I’ll cut you in half!”
Legend stood his grounds, drawing out his bow and an arrow –
An imp remained with the prisoner but another charged like a sparrow.
The orb of the charging imp shielded him from Legend’s shots,
But once he was near, Legend’s friends jumped out of their spots.
The imp grew weary, surrounded by four,
Knowing he would never win, he didn't wish to fight anymore.
He took a few steps backwards, than ran away with his life,
But the other was not intimidated by their arrows, magic nor knife.
He grabbed the girl closer and threatened with his hostage:
“Turn around and walk away or I'll inflict serious damage!”
“Try that if you dare,” Legend replied back,
“But only if you wish to taste our attack.
Kill her now, but you will pay the price,
We don't play nice –
So yourself will be your sacrifice!
The best thing to do here is take your own advise.”
The imp wasn't a coward, but wasn't a fool as well,
He followed his friend and kept his life and that was farewell.
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○○○
To the haltija, Sebastien gently came.
He gave her a hand and asked: “What's your name?”
“Lynette,” She answered softly, free from the imps' capture,
“Thank you for saving me from those two freaks of nature!
I don't know who they were,
Not even why my arrest had occur,
But I do know this: your help I will never forget –
You saved my life and I owe you an eternal debt.
Ask what you desire and it will be yours,
If you are in a pickle I'll open for you some doors.
If you need gold or food, don't hesitate,
If you feel lonely I'll get you a mate!”

○○○
“Please, miss, slow down!” Sebastien replied,
“What we want is not a bride!”
“Actually we do need help,” Omar cried,
“Into the Underworld, we need to slide,
But you see, we kinda need a ride
Cause it's a trip I cannot provide.
You can close the portal once we are inside,
I know I look just like them, but I have never lied.

○○○
I wouldn't be laying this on you if I didn't desperately require your aid,
But the truth is my sister's in grave danger – so I have to invade.
I'm pleading to you because I know you were born a witch,
And like all haltijas I know you can find in their system a glitch.
Oh, please, fair lady, grant me my request!
After that you're free and we won't put you in another test.”
Lynette, at first, didn't trust the imp because of her fear,
But after hearing his story, she found him rather sincere.
“I wish I could help you as you had helped me,
But I'm afraid I had lost my key.
My magical wand had fallen when I was sleeping above that hill,
And without my wand I cannot fulfill –
What you had requested from me,
And For that, I am truly sorry.”
“My lady, don't fear,” Sebastien said with a sensational smile,
We'll help you get it back even if it meant going the extra mile!”
And so the four agreed to help Lynette –
To retrieve what she had unintentionally forget.
As she traveled with them, Lynette held a secret,
She had set her eyes on Sebastien's spirit.

Act 3
Time: 9pm in the evening.
Place: On the hill in Woodland.

The travelers had set onto the destined hill,
Upon which she had left her most powerful skill.
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However, as the moon rose above the five,
Their strength was weak and their movement was no longer alive.
They didn't wish to rest nor stop,
But unless they did, they soon would drop.
To rid themselves of the unbearable cruel cold,
They started a fire and around its warmth they unfold.
Sara lied down murmuring: “Good night, El.”
And into a deep sleep she quietly fell.
Omar was worn out and sleep fast like Sara,
He needed a good night's sleep if he wished to stop the dark forthcoming era.
Legend, Sebastien and Lynette weren't as tired,
So they chatted a bit before they retired.

○○○
Legend and Sebastien knew more about their new ally,
About how she came to this hill to bake her special pie.
She came here in search of berries which only grew nearby,
But instead of getting what she wanted, she was surprised with a peeking spy.
Lynette might have been a lady but she certainly wasn't shy,
She put up a good fight but lost to the help of another guy.
The two imps kidnapped her and to her wishes they did not comply –
And that's when her new friends answered her cry.
Lynette lied down and looked at the dark sky.
She said goodnight then turned around to get some shuteye.

○○○
Just as Lynette fell asleep, and her zzz were sung,
Legend grabbed Sebastien and unleashed his tongue:
“You're strange, friend, you really are,
Lynette can't turn away from you while you are really far.
I've seen the way she's been eyeballing you and I'm pretty sure you are aware –
You either are clueless as they come or refuse to return her sweet, sweet stare.”
Legend confronted Sebastien
About Lynette's attraction,
Sebastien's reply was clear,
He replied without a cheer:
“You're right – I have noticed her interest in me,
But to look at her the same way, I do not agree.
Perhaps you've forgotten our fallen friends, but I do not,
Their souls live within mine forever even though their bodies rot.
You should know, my dear friend, that my heart will never carry
Anyone in the same way as it carries Rosemary.”
“So that's what it means to love?
To resent all others and away you shove?
I have not abandoned our adored allies,
But nor have I made them dust in our eyes.
I do not ask you to replace anyone,
But I ask you to join the living in their run.
Because, my friend,
Life is lived to an end –
But unless you put aside your late wife,
You're throwing away your wondrous life!”
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“Think what you must but my heart holds only one,
This is the way I am – I know it's not fun.
It would not be fair to Lynette if my grievances were paused.
Because one day when I wake up I would cry again for the one I had lost.”
With that Sebastien's sad face was turned to the other side.
He went to sleep, keeping what he felt inside.
Right then, young Legend knew –
That his friend's pain was yet to be through.
Even though a great number of years had passed,
His love and memories of her had surpassed.
He understood that rushing him
Would only make his life more grim.
Legend stood back and placed his friend's wish above,
For Sebastien's lost was much more greater than love.

Act 4
Time: 5am at sunrise.
Place: On the hill in Woodland.

The five got up at the peak of dawn,
They shook away their laziness and their activeness was drawn.
It didn't take long before they came across
An abatwa girl with a major loss.
Her legs were broken and could not move,
Sara sympathized with her but Sebastien didn't approve.
“Cursed little thing!” Sebastien raged with hatred –
He hated all abatwas alike, even if it was only a kid.
For what her hostile people to his friends had done,
He wished to step on her even if she could not run.

○○○
“Please wait a minute, I won't bite!”
The abatwa girl cried out with a fright:
“I'm not wild like the others – I'm polite!
But please don't go and leave me in the sun's hot light!
As you see I'm lost and have no might.
I can't move for I've broken my legs from excite!
Help me please and to you I'll find delight,
I'll aid you with your wishes even if it took me day and night.
So please help me, alright?
Or are you going to pick on me because of my height?”

○○○
Legend took in her words and to her level he fell
He took her onto his shoulder and fastened her well.
“My name is Kara!” Her name she spell.
“Hello Kara, I'm Legend, but you can call me El!”
Sebastien didn't question, nor did he rebel.
He respected Legend's decision and did not cause hell.
Everyone respected Legend's choice and acted very swell,
Except for Sara who beamed with jealousy but she did not tell.
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Act 5, Scene 1
Time: 2pm in the afternoon.
Place: Old ruins on top of the hill, Woodland.

Finally, at long last the six had reached the top,
Spotting her want, Lynette rushed without a stop.
However – just as she made her way through the ruins
She paused in confusion while seeing twins.
She saw one Legend – aiming, at her, his bow –
And another Legend behind her who didn't seem like the foe.
The others knew the one before her was a fake,
Although the other elf looked like Legend, he acted like a snake.
Lynette backed away slowly, away from the stranger,
But the elf didn't lower his weapon as he felt the danger.

○○○
“What are you doing here?” The elf questioned with a stand,
Legend stepped forward and said: “Who are you to demand?”
“My name is Quill, the watcher of this hill.
Unless you leave now I will have to kill!”
Legend complained as he said to himself:
“This is the second time I meet a rivaling elf!
Listen!” – Legend said out loud,
“Step aside and you won't have a crowd.
We only came to take something we left last night,
After that we're out of your sight.”
“What you've forgotten is long no longer yours,
Forget this place before my bow scores!”
Quill insisted, but so did his rival.
The two appeared careless about their survival.
Legend lifted Kara from his shoulder,
And gave her to Sebastien to hold her.
“Leave! Foolish brother, don't make me release my hold,
I am a skilled archer so do as you are told!”
Then, Legend's serious face broke into a smile,
He ignored the enemy, deciding to defile.
“Halt! … Halt! I say,” Quill shouted as Legend walked by, “Do you not hear?
Or need I to demonstrate by firing a spear?”
In spite of Quill's threats, warnings and his huff,
Legend did not stop for he had seen Quill's bluff.
All he's been firing were empty threats and nothing deadly,
And from that Legend knew that Quill was friendly.
Legend did not know why Quill was acting so strange,
Nor did he question whether Quill was sane or derange.

○○○
While Quill threatened, Legend picked up Lynette's wand,
But before he left, a strange sound had his heart in a bond.
Deeper into the ruins, Legend took a round.
His curiosity desired to identify the sound.
“Wait!” Quill shouted as he jumped in front of the one he called a clone,
“You have took what you desired, now leave me alone.”
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“I would if you were truly alone,
But the truth is I hear another tone.”
Legend proceeded because he had never heard
Anything like it – not a beast nor a bird.
Quill wanted to stop Legend from discovering the truth
But he couldn't harm him, not even a nail or a tooth.
Legend made his way around the stones to put an end to this thriller,
He was close – He knew that the one causing the sound was just behind the pillar.
Legend barged in on the voice as Quill remained frighten,
To Legend's surprise it was Blazemo the dragon titan!

○○○
Sebastien and Kara, Sara, Omar and Lynette –
Came, and upon Blazemo their eyes were set.
Blazemo, the great dragon titan of fire and water,
was down on his knees, almost a victim of slaughter.
He was sweating with blood, and to gravity he was a slave.
Never in a million years had Legend thought he would, in such a manner, behave!
Legend jumped on Quill like a lion ready to kill,
“This is the reason why you wanted us off your hill!
You wished to kill a titan –
What have you done?!”
“No, it was not me who had done this to the beast!
I hid him to help him, not to punish nor to feast.
The truth of the matter is
I found him last night like this,
I don't know who had hurt him as so,
But I aim to end his woe.
Since I don't know who to trust or believe,
I fought to get any visitors to leave.”
They understood why Quill was being a foe,
He was only trying to protect Blazemo.

○○○
Blazemo's end seemed near
For his injuries were severe.
But the faeries surrounding him didn't give up yet –
The magicians step forth; Omar, Sara and Lynette
They tried to heal him with their magic and sorcery,
But ongoing failure was the result of the three.
Omar figured out the problem as he practiced black art:
“Someone had placed a spell upon his dragon heart.
The spell cannot be seen but it's effect is there,
The spell is the only cause of Blazemo's despair.”
The spell was too strong for Omar to destroy,
And like that wasn't enough, they heard: “Yo elf boy!”
It was Ethan and Roc, walking as they aimed,
“Not you two again!” Legend exclaimed,
“Now isn't a good time for this battle to occur,
Can we do this another time later?”
Ethan ignored him and got ready to attack,
Then added with a smile: “Told ya we'd be back!”
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Roc added: “And like we said the last time,
This battle's victory is hers and mine!
Behold – the new allies of our side!
This time, there's no place to hide!”
As Blazemo's protectors watched in horror,
An army of imps invaded, headed by Shr.

○○○
“Ethan you fool! You don't know what you've done!”
Legend shouted at her as he saw what was about to begun.
Master Shr stepped forth with a wicked grin,
He smiled as he saw Legend and his twin.
“My my,” he said, “This is quite an embarrassment –
The spell I casted has not lead to your torment.
Instead of weakening your heart, it has made
An exact double of you who is now at your aid!”
But then, Master Shr saw the dragon titan's fall,
And understood why Legend was still standing tall.
“Ah! I see now, this calls for quite a laugh!
My spell didn't even touch you, let alone split you in half!
But if has effected the one behind you,
The legendary titan that once flew!”
Master Shr's interpretation of the prophecy suck!
Instead of cursing Legend, a legend was struck!
But the lord wasn't about to leave with an empty hand,
The capturing of the fallen titan was his new demand.
However, Ethan spoke: “Sir, that is not what we agreed upon,
We came to take Omar, and after that we're gone.”
Master Shr didn't like being ordered around,
And so he issued an order as his men surround:
“Bounty hunters, you have done well –
But now you must leave or I'll throw you in a cell!”
“What?” Ethan shouted as she knew Shr had lied,
“You promised us a reward but now you throw us aside?”
Master Shr was serious as he no longer needed them on his rides –
This move led to the hunters' change of heart and change of sides.
As the dark lord of evil gave the signal to his men,
The hunters' dismissal made them a part of the ten!
Legend, Lynette, Omar, Sebastien and Sara –
Ethan, Roc, Blazemo, Quill and Kara.
All ten sided against the evil community.
Their anger had given birth to their unity.
“Well then, I cannot say I did not foresee that,
But for your objection, you will die like a rat!”

○○○
Master Shr signaled his men to kill,
His eyes were set on the titan of the hill.
The two armies collided and the battle became brutal,
Kara was surprised as she thought resistance was futile.
Legend didn't waste his strength on small fish,
He charged towards Shr and to kill was his wish.
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Legend sprinted, jumped and shot three arrows while airborne,
The foe evaded two of them, but the third hit his head's horn.
As he removed the arrow and threw it on the ground,
Legend was in his face, and to a duel they were bound.
Legend was furious, but Shr wore a smile –
He enjoyed seeing Legend become hostile.
While Legend was consumed by his wrath,
Master Shr's sneaky victory was set in path.
He used Legend's distraction to attack his weak point,
But just before he did, Quill jumped in to disappoint.
Quill joined the fight as an ally –
His goal was to make his foe die.
Both Legend and Quill were angry at him
Because Shr had made Blazemo a victim.

○○○
Not only the two evasive elves fought in this fight,
The others as well showed the enemy their might:
Lynette and Sebastien knew how to connect;
He would attack while she would protect.
Omar and Sara casted spells on the indulging imps,
Although they were small, they sure weren't wimps!
Ethan and Roc didn't hold back or hesitate –
They slaughtered their enemies at a scary rate!
With her bow, she took out their eyeballs, 
With his big ax, he sliced up their skulls!
The protectors attacked with anger, attacks so cruel –
To protect the weakened titan, their reason; their jewel.
Everyone was distracted with the bloodshed that they have forgot
A helpless little Kara whom had fallen off her spot.
She fell onto the earth and into death's playground,
She thought she was a goner as no friend could hear her sound.
As she tried to hide herself down under,
An Imp's foot came down like thunder.
She closed her eyes and breathed her very last breath –
But just in time Sara snatched her from certain death.
Kara was shocked as she survived and was sitting in someone's palms,
Sara flew off like a bullet with Kara carried between her arms.
“Thank you, Sara, for coming through!”
“Don't thank me – I didn't do it for you.”
Sara was still jealous as ever,
But her feelings didn't make her less clever.
She knew how Legend feels about Kara, and that is why
And as a good friend, she couldn't sit and watch her die.
The battle was long and imps blood ran like a river,
Upon realization, the evil dark lord started to shiver.
With the way this battle was headed, victory was at doubt.
His defeat by the fearless few had led him to think of a way out.

Act 5, Scene 2
Time: 5:30pm before sunset.
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Place: Old ruins on top of the hill, Woodland.

Suddenly, out of the blue, a squad of abatwa appeared,
Their timing was strange and their intrusion was weird.
Ant-riding faeries marched right into the battlefield,
Normally Legend would reject but today he cheered.
They are Kara's people, and that was enough to make Legend glad.
But surprisingly enough, Kara was nervous as though this was bad.
“Well, this is it,” Legend said, “This is your ride home.
You don't have to journey with us; fight or even roam.”
Without awaiting Kara's reply, Legend signaled them to come.
They descended towards their own but attackers they become.
Instead of trying to rescue their lost child,
They threw spears as though she was wild.
“Wait!” Legend shouted in confusion,
“What is the meaning of this intrusion?”
The truth came out: “We wish her to suffer since
She's a traitor; she corrupted our married prince!”

○○○
Kara cried out: “El, wait, I can explain!”
But Legend didn't listen as he was in pain.
Legend despises traitors and deceitful lairs –
He gave Kara to her people to fulfill their desires.
He turned around and kept his goodbye unspoken,
Legend walked away with his heart broken.
Legend understood as the sun was setting,
That his friend Kara wasn't worth saving:
When they first met, she cried with a fake voice,
Taking her with them was Legend's wrong choice.
He knew it was wrong
As she'd lied all along:
She didn't break her legs in a accident,
But they were broken as a punishment.
She was never lost to begin with, but exiled for her mistake –
If only Legend had known, he wouldn't have trusted a snake.

Act 5, Scene 3
Time: 6pm after sunset.
Place: Old ruins on top of the hill, Woodland.

Legend returned when Sebastien shouted: “Hey!
Shr had escaped through a dimensional gateway!”
“This is their chance,” Legend hurled,
“To go down under to the Underworld.”
With her wand, Lynette reopened the portal from which Shr had left –
Now all they had to do was execute their plan; their intention of theft.
Omar jumped in with his orb to give Verse a serious strafe –
Omar jumped in with his belief that his sister was still safe.
Sebastian and Lynette joined their friend as well –
To give Shr and his minions a new meaning for hell!
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Furious Ethan and Roc followed to finish the fight,
They hated traitors – so killing Shr was their right!
Quill said to Legend without waiting for him to agree:
“I will not rest until I set Blazemo's heart free!”
Quill jumped in, and all who remained –
Was Sara and Legend, who appeared to be chained.
Sara knew that Legend was still thinking about
Kara – he looked gloomy as if he had a doubt.
“El? You coming?” Sara spoke to her soulmate,
She tried to gain him back before it was too late.
“Yes, go! I'm right behind you.”
Legend said to Sara as she jumped through.
But instead of jumping in the portal after her,
Legend walked towards Kara just to be sure.

○○○
Legend walked with the abatwas as they handled Kara with a chain,
It was brutal and cruel, but she earned it just the same.
Kara's eyes wept as she saw Legend not interfering,
It was painful to know that he was no longer caring.
Kara had lied, that much is true,
But once she with Legend, her deceit was through.
Her ways of living had changed once she had met him –
Being separated from Legend was like loosing another limb!
Kara asked Legend with a hopeful glance:
“El, don't you believe in a second chance?”
“Only when one is honest, not a cheat.
I can't trust someone who would deceit.”
Legend looked at Kara for the very last time,
But then looked away from that horrible slime.
Legend turned around and walked away, following his faithful friends,
Leaving Kara to her people, not caring whether she lives or be cut in tens.

Act 6, Scene 1
Time: 7pm in the evening.
Place: Wedding grounds, Underworld.

Legend appeared before his friends in the land of dark:
Omar, Sebastien, Sara, Lynette, Quill, Ethan and Roc –
Everyone had their own reason to pursue the imps into this hole,
But the most strongest was Omar's desire to save his sister's soul.
The eight walked down the dark hall and found
The most dreadful scene – the wedding ground!
Omar and the others were shocked to see
His sister Zelda dressed as a bride-to-be!
Omar ran towards Zelda and took her hand,
“I've came to save you, to get you off this land!”
No imp was around, and for that Omar was gay,
But strangely enough, Zelda took a few steps away.
She shouted out loud as though she was burned:
“Guards! My treacherous brother has returned!”
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○○○
Omar was confused to why Zelda was warning the enemy,
But the others weren't as clueless, they knew they had to flee!
Seven of the eight turned around
To escape before the guards surround!
But before Legend left, he saw that Omar still stood,
He could not believe that his sister was no longer good.
Legend grabbed Omar and shouted: “Forget her!
She's with the enemy – This mission is over!”
“No!” Omar rejected as he towards Zelda ran,
“Tell me it isn't true! Tell me you don't wish to live with this clan!”
Legend followed his friends, giving Omar some space to swallow –
He didn't worry about Omar as he knew he would eventually follow.
“Please, Zelda, my dear sister, tell me that my friends are wrong,
I know you've been tortured, but I also know your faith is strong.
Just come with me –
And then you'll see –
That there's life outside of this grave,
You don't have to be anyone's slave!”
“You think I'm forced to be Verse's wife?
There can never be a sweeter life!
Foolish brother! Our bond is through!
I am not going to be a traitor like you!”
Omar was shocked to hear what she said –
To her, her brother was more than dead.

○○○
Knowing that death awaited him, Omar had to depart –
Omar ran after his friends, carrying with him his broken heart.
“Leaving so soon?” A wicked voice spoke.
His simple words were enough to provoke.
Omar's black skin turned red with rage,
Upon seeing Verse, Omar jumped to engage.
This battle was a sequel to a fight he fought before,
Last time he fought Verse for a human girl he adore.
But this time he fought for family; for blood; for his own,
For Zelda, his sweet sister, whom Verse brainwashed her to the bone.
A number of skilled guards made their way into the room,
Their duty was to protect the chosen bride and the groom.
“Take Zelda,” Verse commanded, “Leave me to deal with this fool!”
“Oh! Honey you're fighting to protect me? Oh! You're so cool!”
Omar was discouraged when he heard Zelda rooting for his foe,
But he quickly recovered and gave Verse three hits in a row!
“Yes! Omar! Be angry! Show me how much you love her!
The only reason why I'm marrying your sister is to see you suffer!”
Omar's rage rose rapidly until it blackened his heart –
Verse had Omar where he wanted him from the very start.
Omar attacked without thinking, guided by the thrill,
Verse seized the opportunity and attacked for the kill.
Seconds before Verse finished off his opponent,
He received, on the back of his head, an imprint!
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Prince Verse fell down on his face; fell down out cold –
It was Sebastien who came to the rescue with his old wooden sword.
“Omar,” Sebastien said, “I know how you feel,
But now isn't the time to make this imp kneel.
Our friends are waiting, because without you
We will lose the fight against evil as we are few.”
Omar wished to kill Verse – To take away his bride; to take away his crown –
But Omar didn't take his life because he couldn't kill someone who was down.
“We'll fight again,” Omar promised his rival,
“And when we do, no one will ensure your survival.”

Act 6, Scene 2
Time: 9pm in the evening.
Place: In a hallway, Underworld.

Omar and Sebastien reunited with their friends whom were standing still.
Realizing that they were short by two, Omar asked: “Where's Legend and Quill?”
Lynette explained:
“The lord escaped,
Legend followed even though we told him not to,
We asked him to see it from our point of view.
We confessed to him how much we needed his support,
But his mind was set and his patience was short.”
Then the pixie Sara added –
To explain what had happened:
“I told El to let Shr go, and that we can catch him later;
That he should stick with us; that our needs are greater.
I told him that this was the time to retreat, and not to advance;
I told him that he should be patient; that he will have his chance.
We tried not to make him red,
But after Shr he ran as he said:
'Being patient is not a luxury I can afford,
This evil ends now for I will kill that lord!
Sebastien and Sara have been here before,
They will escort you to the upper floor.'
And here we are, his return we await –
Wishing that victory will be his fate.”
Knowing that this realm's danger is immortal,
The six escaped evil through their portal.

Act 6, Scene 3
Time: 10pm before midnight.
Place: Somewhere in the Woodland.

Omar and Sara, Sebastien and Lynette –
Ethan and Roc, all got out without a sweat.
The sky was starless and dark, and they were tired and hungry,
But the dominating feeling was wishing for their friends' safety.
They couldn't turn back to the battlegrounds and jump aboard,
Because unlike Legend, they were no match for the dark lord.
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Jumping into the battle would only raise Shr's chances of winning –
Because Shr would target them, and that would leave Legend spinning.
This long-awaited battle has to be left alone,
And if all goes well, Shr will be overthrown.

○○○
The bounty hunters became board and went,
They had better ideas of how time should be spent.
An hour passed, then another proceeded,
Lynette got up as she felt unneeded.
“If anyone has a reason to why I should stay,
Please speak now before I find a cabriolet.”
Lynette spoke to the three, but looked at one,
She wanted Sebastien to speak, but when he didn't, she knew she was done.
Lynette took her leave, and Sebastien shared her sadness,
He had feelings for her, but didn't want her to go through his madness:
The truth of the way he felt was: He likes Lynette,
He fancied her from the first moment they met,
But to him, she could never be –
A replacement of Rosemary.

○○○
Sebastien, Sara and Omar awaited on the surface,
Their wait was long, making them nervous.
They wondered if they had done the right thing,
Leaving Legend alone to fight the evil king. 
At this late hour of the night, it's too late to interfere now,
Surly, one of them has won, and the other has bent to bow.
“Please, El, we need you,” Sara made a wish as her eyes leak,
“… I need you …” Her tears ran down over each soft cheek.

Act 6, Scene 4
Time: 1am after midnight.
Place: Battle grounds, Underworld.

The blood-shedding battle began hours ago,
Both sides of the battle fought like a pro.
Legend and Quill proved to be worthy of a foe,
But Shr was ferocious which made progress slow.
They had two of each; a brain and a bow,
But Shr was still strong and sneaking as a crow.
They jumped around evasively with arrows to throw;
His black-magic counterattacks came down on them like snow.
The ongoing struggle exhausted them though
They kept their heads high and refused to go.
Each of them stayed alert and stayed on his tow,
Because if one relaxed, he would go below.

○○○
The three kept at it for hours to come,
The damage was minimal, losing a tooth or a thumb.
Both Legend and Shr were amazed by Quill.
Although not mentioned in the prophecy, he had skill.
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But since he was not mentioned, Shr chose to ignore,
He feared his prophesied opponent much much more.
Shr created a bubble surrounding Legend and himself
So that no one can come in, not a titan nor an elf.
The forcefield can only be interrupted with a sacrifice,
An intrusion would break it, but a life would be the price.
“Just the two of us, finally this fight is fair,
That brat you brought along won't be in my hair!”
Quill couldn't do a thing except await the death of the bubble,
He awaited with passion rooting for his double.
Legend's weakness was shown on his face;
He was contained as there was no space.
The bubble took away his ability to move,
With that Shr smiled as he could improve.

○○○
Every time Legend launched an attack,
Shr shielded then gave him a smack!
“Ha! And here I thought you'd be a challenge!”
Shr taunted Legend as his skin turned orange.
The small space's tightness
Took away his calmness!
His orange skin soon turned red as he tried to hit,
But was attacked by magic which forced him to submit!
He failed like before
And fell on the floor.
Shr pinned down Legend with a magical staff,
“Suicidal elf – you make me laugh!
You think you can get rid of me that easy?
I will enjoy this moment for eternity!”
Just before Shr finished off his archnemesis,
The bubble was broken like a hypnosis.
It was Quill who jumped through and broke the bond,
He couldn't stand aside so this was his last respond.
He saved Legend's life by sacrificing his own,
As Shr witnessed the selfless act, he knew Quill was more than just a clone.
“Quill!” Legend cried as he saw his friend fallen on the floor,
“Idiot! You shouldn't have done it! I'm sure there were other options to explore!”
“Don't be sad, I'm not – In death, we all fall.
I'm just glad I've took on a glorious role.”
With that said, Quill's soul left his body an empty shell of bones and skin,
Furthermore, Shr's curse was broken.

○○○
Legend stood up slowly, burdened with his loss,
He took off his mercy, and next to Quill he toss.
“So scary!” Shr sarcastically joked,
“Please, don't hurt me.” he provoked.
Legend walked slowly towards him with a devastated look,
He appeared evil, as if he wasn't going to play by the book!
“Another life was wasted by your hands today –
You killed a good man, and for that you will pay.”
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Legend charged towards his foe as though he was a criminal at large!
Shr fired his orbs' beams like crazy, but nothing could stop his charge!
Legend was hit badly, bleeding from bruises severely;
His condition crossed critical, yet he charged like crazy –
He was driven by a single emotion;
To avenge Quill was his devotion!
His craving was a double-edged knife,
One which might lead to losing his life.
The dark lord saw Legend's destructive path
Powered entirely by his uncontrollable wrath.
Shr seized the opportunity without informing his enemy or any deceleration –
He kept calm and blocked his attacks awaiting for his foe to fall from exhaustion.
From all his battles with Legend in any arena,
He knows his strong points are agility and stamina.
Without those two, he wouldn't beat a dog,
Surly against Shr, he would lose like a log.

○○○
As time flew by, Shr's victorious plan was in play,
Legend's anger made him a slave to Shr, in a way.
Since Shr remained calm, he was careful not to get hit.
Then Legend collapsed. He was out of breath; out of spit.
The dark lord walked towards his weakened foe
As he prepared his powerful orb for the final blow.
Looking into his archenemies' weak eyes,
He laughed at how the prophesy dies.
Legend tried to resist, but couldn't move an inch,
And even if he could, he would definitely flinch.
Seeing how he was weak as hell,
Legend knew that Shr had casted a spell.
Master Shr revealed his smile as he said goodbye:
“I played with you long enough, but now it's time for you to die!”
Just as Shr released his hold,
He was blown as he rolled.
Furious Shr got up to see who had caused the troubling tide;
He wished to know who was strong enough to blow him aside.
Shr's jaws fell down in shock as he laid eyes on his new foe,
It was none other than the ice and fire-breathing titan Blazemo.

○○○
There he stood, or rather flew,
Next to Legend, whom had came to rescue.
“One move,” Blazemo spoke like the most,
Just one move, and you're toast!
I know what you've done, and how you cursed my heart,
Don't try to hide it, because unlike you, I am smart –
But I'm willing to forgive you, just this once,
Because the boy's weak, and somewhat dunce.”
Blazemo carried Legend on his back,
Then he took off after a small attack:
He unleashed his tongue in firing freezing-flames,
He fired not on Shr, but the ground-before-him, he aims.
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That was to intimidate the lord so that
He wouldn't try a cheap shot like a rat.

Act 7
Time: 5am at sunrise.
Place: In the Sky.

Legend reopened his eyes and saw the sky –
A strange but sensational scene, as he fly.
Legend started wondering where he was as he had lost track,
Then he realized he was riding on Blazemo's back!
Legend burst out in fear:
“Whoa! How did we get here?”
“Dragons can fly, and I am a dragon,
My name is Blazemo, or have you forgotten?”
“Yeah, I know, but … are you sure you can fly so soon?
You were in bad shape yesterday, and I can still see the moon.”
“That curse was broken with the sacrifice of Quill:
I got back my heart, and you got back your will.”
Legend was speechless, but was glad that things turned out fine.
Blazemo trusted Legend, and into him he would confine:
“Legendous, Do you know who I am?” Blazemo decided to enlighten,
I am a half breed – half dragon; half titan.
Because I am unique, I'm desired by all hunters and lancers –
Because I am different, I'm constantly on the search for answers.
I wish to know why I am unlike my brothers,
So different from birth, so unlike the others.
Why have I fallen off the wagon?
Why am I half titan half dragon?
I often find myself asking:
Where are the other dragons hiding?
But you see, my dear friend, my search is not sad,
If any emotions are in control, then I am glad.
My life might not be as simple as the rest,
But I have the privilege of pass this hard test.
My exotic existence is mystery, even to me,
I'm at the beginning of my journey, just like thee.”

○○○
Legend understood what Blazemo had meant,
This world had so many mysteries yet to present.
Blazemo told Legend about the ten titans –
With such knowledge, his view brightens.
He told him about the elements that formed them –
Of blood and black bile, yellow even and phlegm.
They're also known as fire, earth, air and water,
The elements of life; of a son or a daughter.
As a biologist, Legend set a new goal in his career:
To find and meet all the ten titans of the blue sphere.
Right then Legend knew that life wasn't as it seem;
That was a lesson he learned from Adam and Reem.
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Right then Legend knew that life wasn't boring but closed,
It once looked boring but isn't, once it is exposed.
That occurred only because he had stopped looking,
He stopped experiencing; stop exploring; stopped living.
But if he looked hard enough, he would see –
It's secrets and wonders, and hidden beauty.

○○○
The two soon parted but kept their desires alive –
Legend's biological interests experienced a revive.
Legend returned to his friends whom had yet to sleep,
Sara, Sebastien and Omar, faithful friends which he would keep.
Legend had passed another of the tests,
And that's just one of Legend's quests.

EPILOGUE

Here ends our tale but there are more
In the realms of Vivacious Folklore,
Where magic is as infinite as one's imagination;
Where faeries burst out of sensation;
Where legends are born at the peak of dawn,
To be told by your friend, Enchantron.

THE END
***
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Next time oN ViVacious Folklore, Legend sets on a new journey after hearing 
roamers  regarding the  whereabouts  of  Infernon,  the  titan  of  fire.  Sebastien,  Sara and Omar  aren't  
excited as Legend was because they've heard a lot about the infamous Infernon. They have heard about  
how he manipulates people with his flames and brainwashes them just for laughs. From all of the titans, 
Infernon is the most wicked one of all. However, Legend refused to chicken out for a once-in-a-lifetime 
opportunity.  He ignores  his  friends  and goes  alone.  Strangely  enough,  as  Legend walked into  the 
volcano's entrance, Infernon finds him instead. As the rumors foretold, Legend became obsessed with 
what Infernon had poisoned his mind with. Legend believed he is greater than all the rest. All what  
Infernon said was that the world they live in was in chaos; that there are too many wars and bloodshed 
going on, and that it would all stop if the world had one powerful, brave and wise king to answer to. 
Then, Infernon suggested Legend. Legend began to believe that he should unite the world under his 
control. With that, Infernon burned Legend's cloth and replaced them with a robe of fire fit for a king. 
Then Infernon burned Legend's wooden bow and gave him a sword of eternal flame. With that, Legend 
rose up and declared his lordship to the world. Now, not only is Master Shr an enemy of Legend, but 
also all the kings of the other 15 kingdoms. Next time, oN ViVacious Folklore …

THE REIGN OF LORD LEGENDOUS

“El, why are you doing this?”
“Shut your mouth, weakling! For as long as I remember, you are the one who's been holding me back!”

“Legend, stop. You have gone to far.”
“Sebastien, you too? Figures!”

“I'm afraid I cannot allow you to do this, my friend.”
“You're going to stop me?! Hah! Hobbit boy, I've got only 3 words for you – come and try!”

[Sebastien draws his champion's sword against Legend's sword of eternal flames while Sara watches with a broken heart]
***
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